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BMW Group (Rolls-Royce), Berlin (Collaboration)
-Worked on a visionary project for Rolls-Royce.
-Collaborated with a talented team to explore futuristic design concepts.
-Incorporated advanced technologies aligned with Rolls-Royce's philosophy.
October, 2022

LabTwin, Berlin (Collaboration)
-Created a virtual companion for promoting work-life balance.
-Developed personalized interactions to offer curated support.
-Assisted users in managing professional responsibilities while nurturing personal well-being.
November, 2022

SAMSUNG, Los Angeles (Sponsor Project)
-Focused on future Galaxy watch design at Samsung Sponsor Studio.
-Emphasized storytelling, research, and form development.
-Crafted designs with compelling narratives, informed by insights, and enriched user experience
-through effective collaboration.
September-December, 2023

Experience
DINGHE DESIGN, Zhengzhou, China (Internship)
-Responsible for a rebranding project of a optical chain store in China.
-Specifically involved in designing interior decorations and props for the project.
-Help me to establish a basic understanding of how to communicate and design for the needs.
Janurary, 2021 - March, 2021

TCL Technology, Shenzhen, China (Internship)
-Actively contributed to the development of their next-generation design language.
-A practice on turning concepts into practical designs.
-Collaborated with a talented team to translate concepts into practical designs.
December, 2021 - April, 2022

Nissan Design America, San Diego, U.S. (Internship)
-Application on the innovative future CMF for Nissan and Infiniti models.
-Collaborated with design teams to research and innovate color palettes, materials, and finishes.
-Improved communication skills for presenting design concepts through narratives and visuals.
May, 2023 - September, 2023

Education
ArtCenter College of Design
Pasadena, California
Candidate for BS In Product Design
Anticipated Graduation in December, 2023

Software
Sketch/2D:
Illustrator, Photoshop, Figma, Procreate

3D Modeling:
Solidworks, Rhino, GravitySketch, Blender, 
Shapr3D, SketchUp, Zbrush

Render:
Keyshot, VRed

Video:
Premiere, Final Cut

Languages
Mandarin (1st language)
English (Fluent)

Hobbies
Snowboarding
Cooking
Travel
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